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Solutions for a Profitable Customer Journey
Retail Sector

In-Queue Merchandising Solutions • eQ™ Single Line Queuing Call Forward Systems
eQ™ Virtual Queue Management Solutions • Tensator Virtual Assistant
Tensabarrier®
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Leading the Customer Journey
Understanding the pressure for improved efficiencies, incremental sales and profit growth, Tensator commits to providing a
diverse range of revenue and margin enhancements, labour savings and customer experience solutions.
The customer journey should begin from the moment the customer enters the store environment. It is this ‘journey’, the
in-store experience in its entirety, which will keep the customer engaged from arrival through purchase completion to store
departure.

With a retail solution from Tensator you will:
Improve operational efficiencies

Increase profits without even attracting one more new customer

Enhance revenue and margin

Transform the customer in-store experience

Turn customer flow into cash flow
Tensator’s In-Queue Merchandising (IQM™) is a highly adaptable, modular,
point-of-purchase system designed specifically for placement in front of the
point-of-sale to capture last minute impulse purchase revenues from waiting
customers. All systems are completely customisable to any environment and
branding requirements, and can create immediate return on investment.
Specifically engineered to take up no more floor space than a conventional
queue management system and with industry standard height equipment,
Tensator’s IQM™ solutions provide clear visibility of the queue to cashiers;
reducing shoplifting opportunities throughout.
Maximise revenue per square metre, by turning queue flow into cash flow
Increase impulse sales by up to 400% from improved front end merchandising
Quick and efficient to merchandise small foot print IQM™ systems
Benefit from incremental sales and margin enhancements from existing
queuing customers

Reduce operational costs & speed customer flow
Tensator’s Single Line Electronic Call Forward Systems serve customers in the
order they queue; increasing efficiencies and helping to manage the distribution
of waiting customers to available service positions.
Tensator offers split screen functionality call forward systems, that combine call
forwarding and media to enable stores to communicate product, service or
brand information to waiting customers.
Reduce waiting times by up to 30%
Improve customer satisfaction by eliminating wrong queue frustrations
Reduce customer walk-aways by 96%; dramatically reducing lost revenues
Enhance the customers’ shopping experience; improving brand loyalty
Improve staff utilisation by increasing queue flow by up to 25%
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Match resources to demand
Tensator’s Virtual Queue Management Solutions allow customers to take a ticket in
the order they arrive in store; leaving them free to browse or relax whilst they wait
for their ticket number to be called.
There’s an option to incorporate multimedia management, to communicate
promotional or brand messages, alongside queuing information;
providing in-queue entertainment and reducing perceived waiting times.
Improve operational efficiencies by matching resources to demand
Reduce front end costs by improving service times by up to 30%
Match the correct member of staff to customers’ requirements and
increase satisfaction levels
Monitor queue flow in real time to help optimise available resource

Increase revenues with digital signage
The Tensator Virtual Assistant utilises state-of-the-art technology to project an
image, which creates the illusion of a live person and provides a unique advertising
and instructional platform. It’s a next generation digital signage platform that really
enhances the in-store customer experience.
Completely customisable digital signage solution, which can fit any brand
image and messaging
Bring product displays and promotions to life and fully engage with
the customer to deliver revenue; creating a more informative and
entertaining wait
Add value to any retail environment, conveying consistent messages about
new products, services, brands or promotions
Innovative and eye-catching
Never takes a break and has the ability to speak any language

Provide a clear & visible waiting line
Provide a visible order to the waiting line and help reduce customer uncertainty
as to where to queue, with Tensabarrier® retractable webbing posts.
Increase queue flow with organised queues
Aid customer guidance and create space division of clear queuing systems
Optimise available space with versatile barrier solutions for on/off peak times
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Testimonials

Here’s what our clients say

“Our Virtual Greeter is an essential part of the “wow factor” we have built into our newest store and serves as an ambassador
of the new Duane Reade customer experience.
“ The virtual aspect captures shoppers’ attention from the moment they enter the store – engaging their visual and auditory
senses. And because the Virtual Assistant is so compelling, shoppers are receptive to the wealth of information she provides,
enabling them to get the big picture of everything the store has to offer in a very personal and exciting way.”
Paul Tiberio, Senior Vice President of Merchandising & Chief Marketing Officer Duane Reade

“The flexibility of the In-Queue Merchandising units allows our retail staff to promote the seasons with ease and allow
promotional activity to be the focus of the passing customer.The flexibility of the system again allows all products to be
displayed in the correct manner from hanging items to folded products – a great system for adding sales.
“An added benefit is that the system is simple in its construction and can be extended or reduced with minimum effort by
the retail team; a real benefit when promotional activity changes at short notice.”
Gary Wilks, Head of Group Projects & Facilities New Look

“Intersport chose Tensator because its In-Queue Merchandising range offered flexibility and was perfect for the task of
displaying small impulse items, such as sports nutrition products, sport accessories and technical sports socks, to name a few”
Jordan Salvador, Senior Visual Merchandiser, Intersport
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Owing to the dynamic nature of our business, specifications are constantly being changed and therefore this literature is for informational purposes only. For the
most up to date information, please visit our website www.tensator.com. Tensator makes no warranties, express or implied, in this document. E&OE.

